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Abstract 
Critically engineered stiffness and strength of a scaffold are crucial for managing 
maladapted stress concentration and reducing stress shielding. At the same time, suitable 
porosity and permeability are key to facilitate biological activities associated with bone 
growth and nutrient delivery. A systematic balance of all these parameters are required 
for the development of an effective bone scaffold. Traditionally, the approach has been to 
study each of these parameters in isolation without considering their interdependence to 
achieve specific properties at a certain porosity. The purpose of this study is to undertake 
a holistic investigation considering the stiffness, strength, permeability, and stress 
concentration of six scaffold architectures featuring a 68.46-90.98% porosity. With an 
initial target of a tibial host segment, the permeability was characterised using 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in conjunction with Darcy’s law. Following this, 
Ashby’s criterion, experimental tests, and Finite Element Method (FEM) were employed 
to study the mechanical behaviour and their interdependencies under uniaxial 
compression. The FE model was validated and further extended to study the influence of 
stress concentration on both the stiffness and strength of the scaffolds. The results showed 
that the pore shape can influence permeability, stiffness, strength, and the stress 
concentration factor of Ti6Al4V bone scaffolds. Furthermore, the numerical results 
demonstrate the effect to which structural performance of highly porous scaffolds deviate, 
as a result of the Selective Laser Melting (SLM) process. In addition, the study 
demonstrates that stiffness and strength of bone scaffold at a targeted porosity is linked 
to the pore shape and the associated stress concentration allowing to exploit the design 
freedom associated with SLM. 
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1. Introduction 
Under favourable conditions, bone tissue has the ability to heal itself. However, to do this the 
tissue has to undergo dynamic remodelling, maturation, differentiation, and controlled resorption 
[1]. As observed by Mouriño and Boccaccini [2], all of the processes related to the self-healing 
abilities of the bone involve osteoclasts and osteoblasts as the agents responsible. Nevertheless, 
the self-healing abilities of the bone are limited by the size of the bone defects. When it comes 
to critical length defects, the self-healing abilities of the bone requires to be supported either 
through autografts or allografts [3]. In order to complement these techniques, new biomaterials 
and scaffolding techniques are gaining momentum within the wider context of Bone Tissue 
Engineering (BTE) [4–8]. 
The emergence and commercialisation of Additive Manufacturing (AM) have allowed significant 
design freedom when it comes to tissue engineering scaffolds [9]. Within AM, Powder Bed Fusion 
(PBF) techniques such as Selective Laser Melting (SLM) have been shown to be effective to 
develop highly complex orthopaedic scaffolds [10]. Using these techniques material particles 
ranging from 10-150 μm are used for printing structures allowing the possibility of high-
resolution porous solids [11,12]. Considering, this advantage, SLM is suited for the fabrication 
of highly complex porous designs [13,14]. Accordingly, this study focuses on the development of 
porous structures using SLM, attempting to mimic the permeability and mechanical properties 
of a damaged tibia using Ti6Al4V cellular structures [15,16]. 
In previous work, anatomically shaped scaffolds with different cellular and structural properties 
were proposed. Even though the mechanical performance of the scaffolds was in the acceptable 
limit, investigation on the design proposed by Vance et al. [17,18] showed higher potential for 
infection due to the poor permeability of the scaffold [19]. Similar results were also observed for 
the designs proposed by Bari and Arjunan [16] despite a porous architecture. Therefore, it has 
been understood that permeability of the scaffolds needs to be considered at the design stage in 
conjunction with stiffness and strength to complement both the mechanical and biological 
healing abilities of the host bone. 
Accordingly, this work investigates the influence of volumetrically different porous structures on 
the permeability (K), stiffness (E), compressive strength (), and stress concentration () in 
comparison to the host bone being replaced. The lattice designs are carefully conceived to allow 
for all the qualifying attributes and to achieve the appropriate pore architecture which can 
enhance the artificial vascular system [20,21]. In most cases, the permeability [22,23] of a scaffold 
is studied in isolation without quantifying its influence on E,  and  due to the complex pore 
size. A porosity and pore size of  70-90% and 450-700 μm respectively are usually suggested as 
appropriate to approach the properties of human bone [12,24–26]. Considering this aspect, efforts 
have been placed to identify unit cell (UC) designs across a range of permeability closer to but 
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above the bone being replaced. Furthermore, this work highlights the relation between the 
permeability and its associated parameter on complex pore geometry. The fundamental reason 
for considering the permeability criterion at a conception level is due to its influence on the 
vascular system. This approach has been supported by the in vivo studies conducted by Zhang 
et al. [27] among others [28,29] as beneficial for enhancing the biocompatibility of the scaffolds. 
According to Albrektsson [30], numerous growth factors and morphogenic proteins responsible 
for both mitogenic and angiogenic actions are key for bone reconstruction post-surgery. As a 
result, a comparable but higher than bone permeability that promotes better migration and 
mineralisation enhances osteointegration [27,31,32]. 
When it came to the choice of a base material, biomedical grade Ti6Al4V was considered due to 
its superior biocompatibility, corrosion resistance, and low inflammatory potential [33]. The use 
of high strength metallic scaffolds are known to generate stress shielding at the bone-scaffold 
interface dictated by the difference in modulus of the host bone to the scaffold [34–38]. The 
stiffness of Ti6Al4V is significantly higher (110-115 GPa) than that of the cortical bone (7-30 
GPa) [39–41] further validating the risk of stress shielding. In order to reduce stress shielding, 
the scaffold has to feature a relatively close effective elastic modulus (E) in comparison to the 
host bone. An approach that has been widely considered [42–44] to reduce the stiffness of 
Titanium (Ti) scaffolds is the use of lattice structures. Attempts to use X-Ray computed 
tomography (CT) data to mimic the trabecular structure of the bone have also been employed 
by Gómez et al. [45] and Ghouse et al. [46] with varying degree of success. On the other hand, 
using porosity as a parameter to control scaffold stiffness has also been experimented by Greiner 
et al. [47]. 
SLM is capable of producing scaffolds with densities as high as 99.7% [48]. Nevertheless, Mercelis 
et al. [49] found that parameters such as the laser scanning and heating condition can affect the 
stress concentration on a part. Furthermore, SLM has a significant influence on the formation 
of  and  phases that coexist in Ti6Al4V. The  +  phases can exist only after slow 
solidification, as a result of the diffusion process. Consequently, fast cooling can cause a non-
equilibrium reaction, which results in the formation of martensite phase [50–52]. SLM is also 
known to deliver a surface finish favorable for scaffolds due to its stair-step effect. According to 
Li et al. [53], SLM can enhance the surface roughness and microstructure, improving the 
biological performance of scaffolds in vivo. A porous structure in combination with high surface 
roughness offers improved osseointegration by exposing more surface area for bone to scaffold 
contact [54]. Nevertheless, Todea et al. [55] reports that there is still room for improvement in 
the biocompatibility of Ti scaffolds and demonstrated the potential of further heat and chemical 
treatment as contributory factors. 
In order to study the permeability and internal stresses that are being developed in the scaffold, 
appropriately validated Finite Element Method (FEM) is consulted within this study. FEM has 
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been widely used as a suitable tool in many studies to predict the mechanical behavior of 
biomedical scaffolds. Entezari et al. [56] employed FEM to characterise the strain-energy 
associated with scaffolds under case-specific loading. Karuppudaiyan [57], on the other hand, 
used it to identify stress concentration and deformation for critical length scaffolds. Other 
notable works include Gallegos-Nieto et al. [58] and Montazerian et al. [59], where FEM was 
able to identify valuable data regarding the behavior of the scaffolds. As opposed to relative 
density based calculations [60], FEM allows taking into consideration the pore geometry and 
strut cross-section and the loading condition to predict a much more accurate behavior. 
When it comes to evaluating permeability (K); the use of overall porosity to estimate flow 
behavior without considering the pore geometry often results in poor accuracy. Consequently, a 
Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) analysis was employed in this study for the investigation 
of scaffold permeability. While a high porosity is suitable for maximizing , this significantly 
affects the mechanical properties of the scaffold. This aspect is often not considered in studies 
as fluid and structural analysis are often reported in independent studies. Ali and Sen [61] 
reported that a combination of structural and flow analysis are necessary to identify the most 
suitable permeability while retaining the required mechanical strength in porous scaffold designs; 
a selected approach that is demonstrated in this study at porosities of 68.46-90.69 (vol. %). As 
the exact requirements of the cellular geometry dependent on the properties of the host bone, 
there is no outright measures of success. Consequently, the study conceived six different fully 
porous scaffolds analysed and validated using theoretical, computational and experimental 
techniques. Performance of the SLM Ti6Al4V scaffolds were determined by extracting 
parameters for both elastic and plastic regions following uniaxial compression. The primary 
target was to minimise stress shielding and maladapted stress concentration while meeting all 
the requirement for bone ingrowth. It is proposed that permeability matched fully porous 
Ti6Al4V SLM scaffolds may improve the load transfer and improve bone ingrowth for potential 
application in large bone defects. 
2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Scaffold design 
Cellular architectures as proposed by Lakes  [62] can be considered composites where one phase 
is solid and the empty space filled with fluid. The solid phase consists of a network of struts 
often referred to as lattices or cells. Cellular solids are typically characterised by UCs with certain 
symmetry elements [63]. According to Ashby [64], modelling UCs at milli or micrometer-scale 
allows the overall solid to be considered both as structures and as materials. As a result, the 
macroscopic properties of cellular solids, such as the stiffness (elastic modulus E), strength 
(compressive yield strength), and permeability (K) are governed by both material and structural 
properties [65–68]. Considering these aspects, six different UCs are conceived in this study as 
shown in Fig. 1 that allow for interconnected pores when assembled. 
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Open cellular architecture can accommodate many different designs with varying porosity, pore 
size, strut thickness, shape and orientation of UCs to mimic the macroscopic properties of bone 
structure [69]. While Ma et al. [23] and Li et al. [70] studied commercial scaffold designs featuring 
standard UCs, architectural parameters for optimum mass transport were reported at a pore size 
and porosity of 450-700 μm and 70-90%, respectively. Similar ranges were also proposed by 
Wong [71], Ponader et al. [72] and Chen et al. [73] as having the potential to deliver desired 
mechanical properties. Considering these criteria coupled with an attempt to deliver a multi-
pore but comparable design, all UCs shown in Fig. 1 were designed with a minimum strut length 
of 300 μm at a bulk volume of 21.95 mm3 and a relative density of ~0.08-0.29. In order to reduce 
geometrical discrepancy during SLM, the UCs were designed without overhangs greater than 
45°. AM parts with overhangs above 45° require support structures that are challenging to be 
removed without altering geometry considering the submillimeter lattices [74]. 
      
70.98% 74.31% 81.23% 83.01% 83.10% 91.44% 
      
UC1 UC2 UC3 UC4 UC5 UC6 
Fig. 1. Unit cell considered as the foundation for scaffold designs showing respective porosity and cross-section. 
Design cues for UC1, UC5 and UC6 were inspired from Egan et al. [75]. 
The design approach of UCs combines small and large pores, which according to Kang and 
Chang [76] improve vascularization subsequently enhancing bone growth. Chen et al. [77] also 
demonstrated that complex pores can enhance the macro-topography, where implant surfaces 
potentially act as a matrix hosting morphogenic proteins resulting in improved tissue 
regeneration. The UCs also feature enhanced boundary contacts allowing good connectivity when 
assembled linearly in 	, 
 and  direction resulting in a stable scaffold; an approach that is 
considered effective for stress transfer [78]. 
68.46% 70.25% 74.05% 80.17% 81.14% 90.69% 
SC1 SC2 SC3 SC4 SC5 SC6 
Fig. 2. Resulting scaffold designs and associated porosity after the respective unit cells were linearly arranged. 
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The linear mirroring of UCs in 	, 
 and  direction resulted in six respective scaffold designs as 
shown in Fig. 2 with properties as listed in Table 1. The global cylindrical dimensions where 
derived to fit an equivalent tibial segmental horizontal cross section of 180.024 mm2. The 
diameter of an equivalent circle that can fit the tibial cross section dictated the scaffolds outer 
and inner radius of 7.25 mm and 1.57 mm (rounded) at a surface area of 101.48 mm2. 
Accordingly, the cylindrical scaffolds can substitute an adult tibial section of length 19.6 mm. 
In many clinical studies [79–81], a critical size of bone segmental defects falls between 1-3 cm 
resulting in more than 50% of equivalent circumferential length, where the bone cannot heal 
unsupported. Accordingly, the length of all the scaffolds developed in this study has 19.6 mm, 
qualifying as critical length scaffolds. 
Table 1. Properties of the scaffold designs generated. 
Properties 
Scaffold Design  
SC1 SC2 SC3 SC4 SC5 SC6 
Mass () g 4.3919 4.1439 3.6145 2.7620 2.6263 1.2964 
Volume () mm3 991.40 935.41 815.92 623.48 592.84 292.65 
Relative density () 0.3154 0.2975 0.2595 0.1983 0.1886 0.0931 
2.2. Numerical analysis 
2.2.1. Flow simulation and permeability 
According to Zhao et al. [82] permeability depends primarily on porosity, pore size and shape as 
opposed to the overall architecture. This means, for scaffolds composed of repeating identical 
units, the flow behavior of pore size and shape of the UC prescribes the permeability of the 
scaffold [83]. The flow simulation was performed by solving the Navier-Stokes equation for 
incompressible flow shown in Eqn. (1), using Ansys Fluent CFD solver: 
 ⃗ − ∇2⃗ + (⃗ ∙ ∇)⃗ + ∇ = , ∇ ∙ ⃗ = 0, (1) 
where , ⃗ and  are the fluid density (kg/m3), flow velocity (m/s) and dynamic viscosity 
(kg/m s) in the respective direction. ∇ is the vector differential operator,  is the pressure (Pa) 
and   represents the force experienced which is zero for the case under consideration [84,85]. 
The fluid domain was modelled as a 6×6×6 mm cuboid as shown in Fig. 3. The internal flow 
channels representative of the respective UCs were created using the Boolean operator, 
subtracting the UC solid volume from the cuboidal fluid domain resulting in the Volume of 
Interest (VoI) for which Eqn. (1) was solved. 
The VoI has been chosen to simulate both internal and external flow through the pores. Since 
only a single unit cell is simulated, a larger VoI will be non-representative of the scaffold porosity. 
Furthermore, the validation study showed the current VoI represents an adequate ratio 
(internal/external) for the six UC arrangements considered in this study. Furthermore, a larger 
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than required fluid domain will increase solution time, which is widely considered inefficient 
numerical modelling [86–89]. 
Even though the properties of water have been successfully used to simulate the K by Ali and 
Sen [90], this study adopts the properties of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM). 
DMEM is primarily used as a substitute for in vitro studies investigating bone ingrowth [91]. 
Based on the literature [83] at a body temperature of 310 K, DMEM features a  and  of 
1.45×10-3 Pas and 1000 kg/m3 respectively. 
 
Fig. 3. Fluid domain and associated boundary conditions considered for flow simulation using CFD. 
The CFD simulation was carried out at an inlet velocity of 1 mm/s under a non-slip boundary 
at all contacts. The outlet was assigned a zero-gauge pressure. The model was meshed using 
tetrahedral elements at a maximum and minimum element size of 0.03 and 0.003 mm 
respectively, resulting in a total number of 519567 elements and 93133 nodes. Element stacking 
in the direction normal to the boundary using a feature called Inflation was considered to 
effectively capture the flow regime at the contact boundaries. This was done by inflating the 
mesh several layers (3) from the boundary surface. On convergence, the pressure drop across the 
respective UC was plotted and Eqn. (2) was used to evaluate the corresponding permeability 
following Darcy’s law: 
 =  ∗  ∗ ( $%&−') (2) 
where  is the permeability, $ is the length, %&−' is the difference in pressure between the inlet 
and outlet,  is the inlet velocity and  is the viscosity. 
2.2.2. Structural simulation 
The non-linear elastic-plastic performance of all the six scaffold designs were studied using FEM. 
The Ansys non-linear mechanical solver was used to simulate the structural behavior closely 
following the physical test conditions. Two cylindrical plates were modelled with a radius and 
thickness of 12 mm and 1 mm respectively that acted as rigid body displacement-controlled 
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assumed to be rigid bodies. Consequently, the 1 mm thickness was randomly assumed in 
comparison with the overall dimensions of the scaffold being simulated. A fixed support was 
placed for the bottom surface and a -10% vertical displacement ramped at 100 substeps along 
the 
 direction. To avoid any spurious effects the displacement of the compression plate was 
constrained in 	 and  similar to the physical rig. For computational efficiency, the contact 
between the right body and scaffold were modeled frictionless. 
The scaffolds were modelled using solid tetrahedral elemental matrix featuring a Bilinear 
Isotropic Strain Hardening (BISO) material model. Accordingly, the material behavior is 
described by a bilinear stress-strain curve where the initial slope described using E. The curve 
is assumed to be perfectly plastic post . This allows studying both the resulting stiffness 
(effective elastic modulus) of the structure along with the compressive strength (yield strength) 
in addition to the stress concentration effects, which are the parameters of interest in this study. 
 
Fig. 4. FE model and associated boundary conditions used to simulate the mechanical behaviour of scaffolds. 
The material parameters used for the numerical analysis were determined from tensile tests on 
fully dense SLM Ti6Al4V tensile test samples following BSENISO 6892-1:2016 [92]. The test 
samples were laser melted from the same Ti6Al4V bulk powder used to manufacture the scaffolds 
resulting in the respective properties listed in Table 2. The test was conducted at a crosshead 
displacement rate of 0.01 mm/s. 
Table 2. Material properties of Ti6Al4V used for the finite element structural analysis. 
Material property Value 
Elastic modulus ()*) 104.8 (GPa) 
Yield strength ( (*)) 860 (MPa) 
Poisson’s ratio (.) 0.3 
Density (*) 4428.78 (kg/m3) 
Mesh resolution 
/
 = −10% (234 100) 
Fixed rigid body 
/	, /
,/ = 0 
 
Scaffold 
Moving rigid body 
/	, / = 0 
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Mesh refinements were carried out using a mesh sensitivity analysis resulting in the number of 
finite element nodes and elements as listed in Table 3 at a maximum and minimum element size 
of 0.002 and 0.0015 mm respectively. The global elemental matrix was solved using an eight-
core i7 CPU at 3.40 GHz assisted by 128 GB RAM resulting in a solution time of approximately 
3 hours. 
Table 3. Elemental and nodal distribution associated with the converged structural FE model. 
Parameters 
Scaffold Design 
SC1 SC2 SC3 SC4 SC5 SC6 
Elements 996480 1941123 1295438 1712847 2139810 752645 
Nodes 3356756 4424839 3876420 4178037 4406290 1249012 
2.3. Scaffold manufacture 
All the scaffolds were manufactured using an EOS M290 Selective Laser Melting machine (laser 
spot 80Qµm) using a 30 µm layer thickness. Ti6Al4V with a density of 4430 Kg/m3 featuring a 
chemical composition as listed in Table 2 was used. The material is composed of a mixture of 
Body-Centred Cubic () and Hexagonal Close-Packed () phases [93–95]. Inhouse experimental 
tests on fully dense (99.9%) standard tensile test coupons returned an E of 104.8 GPa. 
Table 4. Chemical composition of the material used. 
Material (%) Al V C Fe O N H Ti 
Ti6Al4V 5.5-6.5 3.5-4.5 <0.08 <0.25 <0.13 <0.05 <0.012 Bal. 
The EOS M290 belongs to a class of Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) technology [96] as classified by 
ISO/ASTM 52900:2017 [97] featuring a 400 W Gaussian Beam CW laser. SLM was carried out 
by modulating the laser power to 175 W at a scan speed of 1250 mm/s. A 67° continually rotated 
hatching methodology in 	 and 
 as chosen as it delivered the most repeatable parts. An 
atomisation process was carried out on the powdered material which resulted in spherical particle 
sizes of 10 to 45 µm. 
 
Fig. 5. Additively manufactured cylindrical scaffold. 
The titanium base plate was heated to a uniform 35 °C before commencing the laser melting 
process. The SLM was then carried out using infill and stripes with a stripe width of 5 mm 
followed by infill scans. This method delivered a prototype of 99.98% material density. The melt 
1 cm 
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chamber featured an argon-based environment maintained at a 0.1 to 0.13% Oxygen. Post-
printing, the scaffolds were heat-treated for three hours at 650Q℃. Accordingly to Vrancken et 
al. [98], the effect of heat treatment on design porosity is negligible. After heat treatment, 
submerged Wire Electro-Discharge Machining (WEDM) was used to remove the scaffolds 
resulting in the respective prototypes presented in Fig. 5. 
2.4. Mechanical testing 
The Zwick-1474 universal materials testing machine in combination with a Nikon high definition 
video capturing device was used as the test rig as shown in Fig. 6. The test machine featured a 
maximum load capacity of 100 kN. The calibration of the test right was carried out following 
BSENISO 7500-1 [99] and verification tests on standard samples were performed. Uniaxial 
compression was then carried out to study the behaviour of six different scaffolds following 
BSENISO 13314 [100]. 
The tests were conducted at room temperature and the scaffolds were compressed to plastic 
failure. The compression was carried out at a 0.01 mm/s quasi-static crosshead movement at an 
80 kN force threshold and a 15% strain limit. The role of the threshold (80 kN) and deformation 
values (15% strain) is to prevent the platens of the test instrument from colliding in the event 
of an abrupt failure. The video capturing device was automatically programmed to start and 
stop at the beginning and end of each test respectively. 
 
Fig. 6. Experimental test rig used for uniaxial compression of the SLM scaffold prototypes. 
While the plastic behaviour is the scaffolds are insignificant [101] from a biomedical point of 
view,  the data is crucial to characterise the failure modes associated with the scaffold geometry 
and porosity. ‘TestXpert 2’ data logger was used to record the force-displacement (8 − 9) and 
stress-strain ( − :) data during compression. The effective elastic modulus (E) characterising 
the stiffness of the scaffolds were then derived as the slope of the linear  − : curve. The yield 
strength () was characterised as the stress at which the strain linearity deviates by 0.2%. 
Sample 
Video recorder 
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While the young’s modulus characterised the stiffness the  characterised the strength of the 
scaffold. 
3. Results and observations 
3.1. Permeability 
An effective bone scaffold design has to bring together a multitude of properties such as 
biocompatibility, porosity, stiffness, strength and permeability [102]. Permeability is related to 
the amount and type of porosity and determines the scaffold’s effectiveness in both waste removal 
and nutrient supply necessary for bone growth [103]. While a lower permeability is ineffective 
for bone growth due to insufficient waste removal and nutrient supply, equally disadvantageous 
is a higher permeability resulting in cell washout [104,105]. Accordingly, the ideal permeability 
necessary for a scaffold lies closer to the bone that is being replaced which in this case was found 
to lie between 0.5 and 5 (10-8 m2) [83,106]. 
A repeating UC strategy in scaffold design allows for critical consideration of both structural 
and flow properties at the fundamental design stage. Accordingly, the permeability of the six 
UCs was assessed through CFD using the finite volume method. To validate the CFD 
methodology, the analysis was carried out on Rec-L-85 [90] model proposed by Ali and Sen [90]. 
Comparing the permeability values as shown in Table 5, a percentage difference of 2.17% was 
observed resulting in excellent agreement. 
Table 5. Validation of the CFD methodology with literature. 
Parameter Validation Ali and Sen [90] % Difference 
K (10-8 m2) 2.73 2.79 2.17% 
The surface pressure contours for all the six UCs are shown in Fig. 7 where a pressure drop from 
the inlet to the outlet can be observed for all UCs. Other than the inlet, the concentration of 
high pressure can be seen around opposing flat surfaces, which are comparatively less 
hydrodynamic (UC1, UC3 and UC4). Overall, the most complex pressure pattern was exhibited 
by UC2 primarily due to the expanding and narrowing geometry coupled with comparatively 
low porosity (73.31%). 
Investigating the velocity of a DMEM fluid across as shown in Fig. 8, significant variation was 
observed in and around the designs. The flow velocity close to UC surfaces was lower than the 
values of the surrounding area. This was expected due to the influence of surface friction and is 
a common phenomenon observed in fluid dynamics. Evaluating the design influence on the 
velocity vector, UC6 was found to have the least effect primarily because of the large throughflow 
open porosity followed by UC4. Consequently, the average velocity of flow through the cavities 
was found to be higher for these two designs. 
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UC1 UC2 UC3 
   
UC4 UC5 UC6 
Fig. 7. Flow-induced pressure distribution across the unit cell surfaces observed from CFD analysis. 
A high permeability combined with high velocity through the pores may result in cell washout 
resulting in poor cell migration. On the other hand, a significant flow declaration in the pores 
was exhibited by UC1 (~0.1 mm/s) followed by UC3 (~0.2 mm/s) and UC5 (~0.4 mm/s). While 
the reason for the flow deceleration is the narrow pores and lower porosity for UC1; the complex 
design and shape gradients of the pores are the contributory factor when it comes to UC3 and 
UC5 thus signifying a higher influence of the pore geometry. 
   
 
UC1 UC2 UC3 
   
UC4 UC5 UC6 
Fig. 8. Velocity profile resulting from the numerically modelled DMEM travelling across the central plane. 
Lower velocity [107] and higher surface friction can increase the chances of osteoblast attachment 
to the scaffold surfaces as a result of the longer time [21]. The flow velocity within a scaffold is 
also associated with the effectiveness of the pores in aiding both mass transport and cell 
attachment [108]. Accordingly, it can be considered the second most influential flow parameter 
followed by permeability. Therefore, a scaffold featuring permeability closer to the bone being 
replaced in addition to featuring a good balance of low and high flow rate maybe be beneficial. 
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Between the designs tested, a balance of flow velocity in addition to permeability that is closer 
to the host bone was exhibited by UC2 at a porosity of 74.31%. 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 9. Flow performance associated with pore geometry where (a) shows the pressure drop across the unit-cell 
designs and (b) the permeability in comparison to the bone being replaced and attempts from literature. 
Analysing the pressure-drop (△P) and permeability (K), it can be seen that porosity alone is 
not an indication of pressure drop (Fig. 9a). On the other hand, less obstruction to flow and 
straight pore structure was found to deliver a lower pressure drop. The highest-pressure drop 
was exhibited by UC2 (0.417 Pa) which featured the most complicated flow path with a 
combination of large and small pore shapes. The lowest was exhibited by UC1 followed by UC6 
and UC5 at 0.158, 0.163 and 0.175 respectively. Overall, a 90% difference in △P was observed 
between UC1 and UC2 (lowest and highest) at a ~4.5% difference in porosity. This shows that 
the desired pressure drop can be obtained by careful modelling the flow path and is not limited 
to the overall porosity of the structure itself. The observations can be related to Knychala et al. 
[109], who also observed an increased significance of pore shape when it comes to the development 
of bone marrow tissues. 
Looking at permeability, many attempts in literature can be found to reach K values closer to 
that of bone with Gomez et al. [45], Van Bael et al. [21], Ali and Sen [90], Nauman et al. [110] 
and Ma et al. [23] achieving significant closeness as shown in Fig. 9b. For the tibial section being 
replaced, the permeability of the bone is approximately 5×10-8 m2 (unweighted avg.), 
consequently, attempts have been placed to design UCs that can perform above the required 
permeability. As shown in Fig. 9b, all UCs delivered K values higher than the bone that is being 
replaced. A slightly higher K can account for the potential variation in geometry due to the 
stair-step effect associated with the SLM process. Out of the six designs, UC2 was found to be 
the closest to bone at 6.81×10-8 m2, the furthest performance was exhibited by UC1, followed by 
UC6 and UC5 at 0.18×10-8, 0.18×10-8 and 0.16×10-8 m2. 
Studies on the influence of geometrical shapes in enhancing permeability are scarce; the 
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results of this study show that the role of geometrical design is significant on permeability, which 
calls for greater attention while designing bone scaffolds. It is evident that the pore shape and 
surface curvatures (UC2) strongly influence the permeability of the scaffold. Since recent 
advances in AM have enabled enhanced design freedom, the potential for exploiting geometrical 
design to enhance bone tissue regeneration is greater than ever. 
3.2. Ashby’s criterion and mechanical performance 
According to Ashby’s criterion [64], repeatable cellular structures can be divided into either 
stretch or bend dominated depending upon the type and number of beams and joints. While 
stretch dominated behaviour exhibits failure due to elongation of the cell walls, bending of cell 
walls dominate the other criteria [113]. Similar to commercial cellular materials like metallic 
foams [114], honeycombs and lattice trusses [115] all the six UCs considered in this study are 
bending-dominated. Consequently, the theoretical effective elastic modulus ()ℎ) and 
compressive strength ( (ℎ)) can be related to their relative densities () using Eqn. (3) and 
(4) respectively: 
)ℎ ≈ )*2 (3) 
 (ℎ) ≈  (*)(32) (4) 
where )* and  (*) are the Young’s modulus and stress at yield of the bulk material, which in 
this case was experimentally evaluated as listed in Table 2. Evaluating the theoretical 
performance of the scaffold designs based on Ashby’s criterion as shown in Fig. 10, scaffold SC1 
showed the highest effective elastic modulus and compressive strength of 10.42 GPa (Fig. 10a) 
and 152.30 MPa (Fig. 10b) respectively, which is representative of the low porosity. 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 10. Theoretically evaluated (a) effective elastic modulus ()ℎ) and (b) compressive strength ( (ℎ)) for all 
the six unit-cells and respective scaffolds using Ashby’s bend dominated criterion. 
The lowest performance was exhibited by SC6 at 0.91 GPa ()ℎ) and 24.42 MPa ( (ℎ)), 
which is representative of their high porosity. Comparing the performance between the unit cells 
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performance. Therefore, using theoretical characterisation following Ashby’s criterion SC1 
showed the highest stiffness followed by SC2. In summary, the theoretical modulus of all the 
scaffold designs fall within the lower spectrum of the tibial cortical bone at 0.91 to 10.41 GPa 
[116–118]. 
3.3. Elastic-plastic performance 
The compressive  − : curve of the SLM manufactured scaffolds and the respective numerical 
prediction using the FEM is shown in Fig. 11. Generally, the  − : curve of cellular structures 
tends to show three characteristic regions which in its entireness describes the elastic and plastic 
structural performance [119]. The first characteristics regions can be speared into linear and non-
linear elastic deformation, where a proportional  − : relationship is followed by a non-linear 
region ending in a peak stress value referred to as the ultimate strength (@) [120]. This is usually 
followed by a drop-in stress to the plateau region where stress fluctuations or serrations maybe 
observed [121]. Further compression results in a densification region followed by a plateau where 
the rises in stress can be primarily attributed to the interaction of the crushed material. However, 
the occurrence of the densification region depends largely on the type and porosity of the cellular 
structure and associated boundary conditions [122]. 
Evaluating the results as shown in Fig. 11(a-f), all the scaffolds showed both elastic and plastic 
regions. However, scaffolds SC4 and SC6 showed total collapse following the  − : plateau 
representing limited involvement from subsequent cellular layers. This is due to the long straight 
vertical beams that forms the primary load bearing component of the unit-cell (UC4 and UC6). 
While the said UC geometries limits the lateral strain due to the limited involvement of 
crossbeams; the phenomenon in combination with high porosity is the reason for catastrophic 
failure. Nevertheless, SC4 showed both high yield () and ultimate strength (@) of 246 and 
284 MPa, respectively (Fig. 11d). 
In contrast, the performance of SC6 (Fig. 11f) was significantly lower at  at 46 MPa primarily 
due to the high porosity (90.69%). Looking at the numerical results, both SC4 and SC6 showed 
excellent agreement up to the yield strength which was the primary objective of the numerical 
model. Prediction of the post-yield behaviour was limited to the bilinear isotropic strain 
hardening material model considered for the analysis as the post-yield was modelled perfectly 
plastic. For biomedical application, the stiffness and strength (stress at failure) are the key 
aspects for design consideration as scaffolds are expected to withstand failure during its 
lifetime [123–125]. 
Scaffolds SC1 and SC2 (Fig. 11a and 11b) showed similar ultimate strength despite the vastly 
different UC designs. However, this can be attributed to the relatively close porosity featured 
by these two designs at a difference of only 2.5% (SC1 vs. SC2). For , SC2 was inferior to SC1 
due to the interaction of the deformed material facilitated by the complex pore geometry UC2. 
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This is accurately captured in the numerical prediction where the point of yield crosses the 
experimental data as shown in Fig. 11b. Overall, for these two scaffolds, the post-yield behaviour 
shows a staged failure with comparable  − : curves. 
  
(a) SC1 (b) SC2 
  
(c) SC3 (d) SC4 
  
(e) SC5 (f) SC6 
Fig. 11. Stress-strain curve for all the six scaffolds designs (a to f) compared against the respective numerical 
predictions using the Finite Element Method (FEM). 
Crush bands representative of typical brittle cellular structures was observed for both SC1 and 
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due to the uniform pore size within the UC. In comparison, SC2 showed a lower crush period 
with decreasing stress amplitude as a result of the higher interaction between the cellular layers. 
In addition, the reduction in strength was more abrupt for SC2 resulting in lower serration 
valleys in comparison to SC1 where the crush bands were comparatively wider and shallower. 
For both these scaffolds, the numerical predictions seem to closely follow the experimental 
behaviour accurately identifying both E and . 
Behaviour of SC3 (Fig. 11c) was representative of a reticulated mesh structure with repeating 
lattices [126,127]. According to Santorinaios et al. [128], this can be identified by the dominant 
first plastic peak followed by relatively smaller crush bands where the overall load-bearing 
capacity is significantly less. The reticulated lattice-like behaviour meant that the associated 
numerical behaviour was able to predict both the elastic and plastic regions up to the first peak 
accurately. 
On the contrary, the behaviour of SC5 (Fig. 11e) was representative of a stochastic structure 
[129,130] despite featuring a repeating UC. This is due to the presence of varying pore sizes 
featured in UC5 which when assembled represent a metallic foam-like structure featuring 
multiple pore sizes throughout the scaffold. According to Maliaris and Sarafis [131], stochastic 
foams are often heterogeneous resulting in distinctive layers of strong and weak regions. This 
results in the initial crush bands representing the systematic failure of the weak regions while 
the overall stability of the scaffold is preserved by the strong regions. While the weak regions 
reduce the overall mechanical performance, subsequent crush bands can often take a higher load 
resulting in @ close to the first peak as can be seen from Fig. 11e. 
Fig. 12 shows the accuracy of the FE numerical model in predicting the stiffness (E) and strength 
() of the scaffolds. When compared to physical test data under identical conditions similar 
trend in results can be observed for both cases considered. Nevertheless, a highest difference of 
19.58% in effective elastic modulus was exhibited by SC3 between the two methods. For yield 
strength, the least accurate prediction was for SC5 followed by SC6 at a difference of 24.72% 
and 18.38% respectively. On the other hand, the closest results between the two methods were 
found for SC1 followed by SC2 at a difference of 3.46% and 7.21% for E and , respectively. 
While the numerical model identified the trend in mechanical performance with reasonable 
accuracy as established in Fig. 11 and 12, further refinements are necessary. The difference 
between the numerical and experimental data can be primarily attributed to the influence of the 
SLM additive manufacturing technique. It is well documented that [25,132–136] SLM variation 
in geometry due to the stair-step effect and partly fused powder on the surface, the effect of this 
is increasingly significant for porous and geometrically complex thin-walled structures such as 
the ones presented in this study. While the experimental data accounts for all irregularities, the 
numerical models assume an idealised structure based on CAD that is homogenous and free or 
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any surface irregularities. Furthermore, the rough surface finish, which is also a salient feature 




Fig. 12. Comparison of finite element and physical test results for (a) effective elastic modulus and (b) bearing 
strength. 
How well the FE model can predict the physical behaviour often depends on the accuracy of the 
macroscopic material model employed [137,138]. For the presented analysis, the material 
properties were obtained from tensile tests carried out on fully dense (optimum SLM parameters) 
laser melted Ti6Al4V which is the standard practice [139–142]. However, a more effective 
alternative could be the use of slightly porous cylindrical cubes under compression to derive the 
material properties. Nevertheless, the best case of 19.58% and 24.72% for E and  respectively 
still shows a good agreement; a difference higher than 30% [101] to four folds [60,143,144]is often 
reported for additively manufactured porous parts. 
3.4. Failure mode analysis 
Morphology of individual cell structure and associated connections influences the scaffold’s 
structural performance. Fig. 13 shows the selected still frames from the video recorded under 
quasi-static compression with a view to characterising the plastic deformation and the collapse 
of the cellular structure. Chosen frames correspond to the initial almost not compressed state; 
the moment of first failure followed by 75%, and 100% plastic deformation. From the 
deformation, it is clear that as the scaffold porosity increases the strain at catastrophic failure 
(sudden reduction in 80% load carrying capacity) decreases with the lowest strain to failure 
exhibited by SC6 at a porosity of 90.69% (Fig. 13f). 
The only exception to this trend is the performance of SC5 (Fig. 11e and 13e) which showed 
sustained and consistent strain at each crush band. This is due to the stochastic nature of the 
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instead dominated by multiple weaker links. This is further reflected in the fully deformed frame 
of the respective scaffolds (Fig. 13e) where the compression is uniform. This means that SC5 can 
sustain multiple failure layer matching the first peak stress before the total structural collapse. 
Four failed layers were observed, each capable of sustaining the same ultimate stress before the 
structure collapsed. A slight lateral but uniform expansion of the structure was also observed 
showing that the shape of UC influences the scaffold behaviour in a very pronounced way. 
Scaffolds SC1 and SC3 feature relatively uniform and even distribution of pore sizes resulting in 
failure through the formation of crush bands (Fig. 13a and 13c). Moreover, these bands can be 
seen to propagate perpendicular to the loading direction. Furthermore, these two scaffolds also 
exhibit fracture initiation along the same region and propagation laterally through the cross-
section of the scaffold resulting in catastrophic failure. A similar observation was made by 
Surmeneva et al. [19] when studying the deformation of graded repeating structures with around 
65% porosity. In general, the failure pattern resembles a case where multiple pore sizes are 
arranged regularly causing a disparity in the axial stiffness. 
 
Fig. 13. Deformation and failure modes associated with the six scaffolds under uniaxial compression. 
SC2 showed barrel-shaped bulging (Fig. 13b) a feature that can be attributed to the increased 
lateral resistance facilitated by the convex walls of the associated UC. Furthermore, the layer 
interaction due to the gradually decreasing pore size is the reason for the two distinctive slopes 
on the run-up to the ultimate stress (Fig. 11b). Furthermore, the failed sample shown in Fig. 
13b resembles thin wall buckling. The failure occurred per lattice layer where two complete 
layers deformed one after the other. Nevertheless, the load-bearing capacity was found to reduce 
(a) SC1 (b) SC2 
(c) SC3 (d) SC4 
(e) SC5 (f) SC6 
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gradually and consistently as the crush bands progressed through the structure until an 80% 
load reduction took place. 
In comparison, the failure of SC4 and SC6 was abrupt with a sudden reduction in 80% of the 
load-carrying capacity following the first peak. While this was expected due to the localised 
stress concentration and high porosity facilitated by the UC designs; the failure was 
representative of a brittle classification. For SC4, the failure started as a localised failure on the 
2nd layer which shifted the entire layer towards the side resulting in catastrophic failure. Hence, 
the deformation mode can be attributed to the highly stiff axial and lateral meshes. When 
stressed across the build layers (vertical) [145], the deformation response was highly brittle 
exhibiting a lower strain to failure. For SC6, the primary failure mode is localised beam buckling 
at single UC level which quickly travels across the layer due to the load imbalance leading to 
catastrophic failure (Fig. 13f). The failure is typical of highly porous cellular structures featuring 
thin beams [146]. 
3.5. Influence of stress concentration 
The theoretical analysis showed that stiffness and strength of the scaffold varies with the square 
of the relative density (). However, both the experimental and FE result revealed deviation 
from theoretical with SC4 exhibiting both the highest stiffness and strength despite featuring a 
porosity of 80.17% (Fig. 12). Consequently, it is established that the geometry of the unit cell 
has a higher influence on the mechanical performance of the scaffold and an enhanced 
understanding of the stress distribution is required to derive design guidelines. Furthermore, 
when it comes to cellular structures. every aspect of their mechanical performance and failure 
are dependent on the concentration of stress facilitated by the geometry as opposed to relative 
density [147]. 
Following the works of Salimon et al. [148], a certain dependence of  was established with  
for stochastic structures (SC5). Even for this scaffold, some discrepancies were observed between 
theoretical and experimental results, which is likely to be contributed by the stress concentration. 
Overall, it is well established [48,149,150] that certain designs are more prone to stress 
concentration and may lead to an early onset of plasticity failure. However, any correlation of 
this to stiffness are still unknown when it comes to the performance of biomedical scaffolds in 
general. Furthermore, given that scaffold often require a high porosity (>60%), identifying the 
stress concentration factor is crucial for the design of functional scaffolds. 
Unlike experimental tests, the FE model provides a large set of data and the close validation 
allows it to be extended for further analysis. Accordingly, Fig. 14 shows the stress distribution 
within the scaffold which reveals the location of the stress concentration. A constant legend is 
used to aid visual identification of the best and worst cases for their respective stress profiles. 
The associated magnitude for ABC can be identified from Fig. 15 for the respective porosities. 
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(a) SC1 (b) SC2 (c) SC3 
   
(d) SC4 (e) SC5 (f) SC6 
Fig. 14. Stress distribution for the scaffold designs simulated using the finite element method under boundary 
conditions similar to experimental tests. 
Evaluating the results, depending on the UC, there is a significant disparity in ABC experienced 
by the scaffolds. The highest stress concentration is exhibited by SC6 followed by SC5 and SC3. 
The lowest stress concentration with the most uniform stress distribution was exhibited by SC4 
followed by SC1 and SC2. The resulting impact of the concentrated stress on the E and  of 
the scaffolds can be observed from Fig. 15a and 15b respectively. 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 15. Influence of finite element derived maximum stress (DEFG) facilitated by the scaffold on (a) effective 
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When the scaffolds were compressed elastically (linear region of the stress-strain curve), the 
macroscopic stresses that are generated within the material is proportional to :. Fig. 15 shows 
that the maximum stress as a result of stress concentration does not follow the power-law 
associated with relative density. Rather it depends primarily on the shape of the UC and the 
associated connection to adjacent UCs. Both the stiffness (Fig. 15a) and strength (Fig. 15b) 
exhibited by the scaffolds are inversely proportional to ABC. Consequently, the design that 
featured the highest stress showed the lowest E and . As a result, SC4 shows the highest 
stiffness and strength due to its lower stress concentration in comparison to other designs 
analysed. 
Cellular structures can often be modelled as an equivalent macroscopic material where the 
performance is dictated by the nominal stress (̃) experienced by the macroscopic volume 
[151,152]. Accordingly, the stress concentration factor () can be defined as the ratio of ABC 
to ̃. The factor () as shown in Fig. 16 then becomes an useful parameter in identifying the 
most suitable UC for bone scaffolds, as it considered both the effective macroscopic and 
microscopic stress localisation [153]. 
 
Fig. 16. Stress concentration factor and associated porosity of the scaffold designs considered. 
Analysing the stress concentration factors shown in Fig. 16, SC4 exhibited the lowest  of 5.07; 
meaning that the concentration of stress is five times the average nominal stress (̃), which is 
common for cylindrical and spherical pores [154]. The highest  of 40.34 was exhibited by SC6 
showing that the stress build-up in the porous mesh can be up to 40 times ̃. Consequently, it 
can be regarded that  is an important parameter to be considered in scaffold design. By 
carefully controlling the stress concentration, required stiffness and strength can be achieved at 
significantly high porosities. Furthermore, once  is known, it is possible to have an indication 
of the onset of plasticity and potential failure from the equivalent macro-model [155]. This also 
contributes to the overall aim of deriving tissue engineering design guidelines allowing to reduce 
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4. Discussion 
Tissue-engineered scaffolds have the potential for repairing or replacing damaged bone for critical 
length defects [156–158]. In addition to offering structural stability, their function extends to 
supporting cell growth to either eliminate or compliment autologous and allogeneic bone grafts 
[159–161]. In this aspect, the major requirements for the scaffolds are biocompatibility, suitable 
pore size, volumetric porosity, permeability and compatible stiffness and strength to the bone 
that is being replaced. Although bio-ceramics [162–164] and polymers [165–167] are commonly 
used to make tissue scaffolds, their mechanical strengths are in most cases inadequate for critical 
length defects. Accordingly, porous biocompatible metallic structures with matched 
permeability, stiffness and strength are preferable [168]. This can prevent stress shielding and 
maladapted stress concentration that are often the causes of tissue loss and scaffold loosening, 
which are well-documented issues of inherently stiff metallic scaffolds [101,169–172]. 
This study presents six Ti6Al4V scaffolds (Fig. 2) designs with a view to improving the stiffness, 
strength and permeability at a porosity range of 68.46 to 90.69 (vol. %). In doing so, the work 
attempted to identify suitable strategies that can be incorporated into high strength 
biocompatible materials to improve its functionality. The ideal ranges of permeability (K), 
stiffness (E) and strength () for the scaffolds depend on the host bone being replaced. 
According to Ochoa et al. [106] and later (yr. 2017) by Davar and Sadri [173], permeability 
values of bone are between 0.5×10-8 and 5×10-8 m2. In addition, Singh et al. [83] suggests that a 
permeability above 5×10-8 m2 allows for superior bone growth. Evaluating the performance of 
the UCs (Fig. 9) used as the foundation for the scaffolds, all design show K values above 5 
m2/108. In addition, UC2 showed the best performance by delivering a K value above but closer 
to the bone being replaced. 
Looking at the pressure difference (∆J ) as shown in Fig. 7, porosity alone is not an indication 
of the permeability. When the porosity increased from 70.98 to 74.31, ∆J  increased. However, 
on a subsequent increase in porosity, ∆J  decreased (Fig. 9a). The reasons for this is the 
complexity of the pore structure influencing the fluid flow as can be observed from Fig. 7 and 8. 
A concentration of high pressure at opposing surfaces can be seen in Fig. 7 as a result of poor 
hydrodynamic geometry of UC1, 3 and 4. Overall, UC2 showed the most complex pressure profile 
driven by the expanding and narrowing pore size at a porosity of 73.31%. Other designs despite 
different porosities showed similar pressure grading (Fig. 7) reinforcing a higher significance to 
geometry in comparison to porosity. 
Various studies have attempted to quantify the factors that influence the permeability of a 
scaffold. One of the most prominent studies in this aspect was from O’Brien et al. [174] who 
proposed that permeability depended primarily on porosity. Later Dias et al. [22] added to it 
that the individual pore size also has an influence in addition to the volumetric porosity based 
on computational analysis. While permeability does improve with an increase in K and pore size, 
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the result of this study signifies the influence of geometry or pore shape which has been 
disregarded in previous studies. 
Similar trends can also be observed for flow velocity (Fig. 8), where UC6 can be seen to have 
the least effect due to high porosity (K=90.69%) followed by UC4 (K=80.17%). While a higher 
average velocity can be beneficial to transport nutrients and oxygen deeper into the scaffold it 
can also cause cell washout which slows osteoblast attachment [175]. On the other hand, a 
significant flow declaration was observed for UC1 (K=68.46%) followed by UC3 (K=74.05%) and 
UC5 (K=81.14%). The reason for this is the narrow pore size and geometry. According to Van 
Bael et al. [21], lower velocity and higher surface friction are beneficial as they can increase the 
chances of osteoblast attachment. Consequently, the flow velocity within the scaffold is an 
important parameter for both the transport of nutrients and cell attachment. Between the six 
scaffolds tested UC2 shows a good balance of areas with high and low flow velocities resulting 
in a closer to bone K at 74.31% porosity. 
While permeability is significant so is the mechanical performance to maintain the structural 
integrity and to provide a stable joint. While Ti6Al4V inherently presents high stiffness (E), and 
strength (), this shields the stress that is being distributed to the adjacent bone tissue and 
leads to bone resorption commonly referred to as stress shielding [176–180]. Therefore, the 
mechanical properties of the scaffolds should match or ideally falls slightly below that of the 
native bone tissue being replaced. The result of the theoretical evaluation following Ashby’s 
criterion (Fig. 10) showed SC1 as having the highest theoretical stiffness ()ℎ) and strength 
( (ℎ)) of 10.42 GPa and 152.30 MPa. The lowest stiffness and strength were exhibited by SC6 
at 0.91 GPa ()ℎ) and 24.42 MPa ( (ℎ)) representative of a  of 0.0931. Comparing the 
performance of the unit cells with scaffold (Fig. 10) the difference observed was insignificant and 
is representative of the slight difference in  when the UCs were morphed onto the scaffold 
geometry. Accordingly, the theoretical stiffness of the scaffolds falls towards the lower spectrum 
of the cortical bone at 0.91 to 10.41 GPa. 
The literature [23,134,136,181,182] on AM manufactured metal lattices raises the repeatability 
of highly porous scaffolds as a major concern that affects both reproducibility and predictability 
of their mechanical performance. Although FEM could predict the stiffness and strength of 
porous scaffolds, the accuracy of the prediction reported in most cases is low [183–185]. This has 
been primarily due to the incomplete melting of the metal powders and the significance of the 
surface roughness at high porosity. Furthermore, internal pore sizes of scaffolds are often prone 
to high-stress concentration leading to failure which is often not analysed. Considering these 
aspects, both FEA and physical tests are conducted in this study and the results compared. The 
aim was not only to evaluate the accuracy of the FE model as a design tool but also to quantify 
the variation in mechanical performance between the ideal geometry (CAD) and SLM prototype. 
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Furthermore, the FE model was used to quantify the stress concertation that is a significant 
feature of highly porous scaffolds, especially for scaffolds with a permeability at or above bone. 
Analysing the stress-strain curves (Fig. 11), SC1 and SC2 showed similar @ primarily due to 
only a 2.5% difference in porosity between the two designs. Despite this SC2 showed 
comparatively low  due to the interaction of the deformed material in the pores. For SC3, the 
performance was found to be typical of a reticulated mesh [126] as shown in Fig. 11c. In 
comparison, SC4 and SC6 showed total collapse following the first plateau (Fig. 11d and 11f). 
This often happens when the crack propagation happens within a cellular layer or where the 
porosity is significantly high. In this case, a combination of these two variables and the collapse 
of the vertical load transfer beams can be observed (Fig. 13). Behaviour of SC5 was of a 
stochastic [129,130] (Fig. 11e) nature; stochastic structures are often heterogeneous resulting in 
a mixture of strong and weak regions. As a result, the mechanical performance is often dominated 
by the weak regions. According to Zheng et al. [186], drastic degradation in mechanical behaviour 
in stochastic foams at or above 90% porosities shows a quadratic (or higher order) scaling 
relationship between elasticity and density as well as strength and density. Consequently, the 
mechanical properties of this type of structures can be attained by unit cells arranged in a 
hierarchical order as demonstrated by SC5. 
Overall as listed in Table 6, the stiffness of the scaffold designs tested was within 2.21 to 10.9 
GPa with SC6 and SC4 showing the lowest and highest performance. The trend was similar for 
both the yield and ultimate strength at a range of 39.49-236.34 and 44.99-284.49 MPa 
respectively. When compared to the performance of the bone being replaced, the closest 
performance was exhibited by SC4 with the stiffness being lower and both  and  being 
higher. Even though the performance of SC4 appears to be an exception, it is an otherwise 
expected behaviour due to the relationship between ,  and E facilitated by a low . For 
other designs, the significance of  on the mechanical performance is drastically reduced by 
high . A combination of low stiffness and high strength ensures low stress shielding and 
maladapted stress concentration while reducing the chances for catastrophic failure. 




SC1 SC2 SC3 SC4 SC5 SC6 
E (GPa) 6.81 5.14 2.58 10.9 3.69 2.21 18.01 
 (MPa) 125.86 79.45 67.07 236.34 58.95 39.49 126.41 
@ (MPa) 198.52 194.95 77.41 284.49 69.09 44.99 140.00 
 (m2) 1.80e-7 6.81e-8 1.23e-7 1.26e-7 1.63e-7 1.75e-7 5.0e-8 
  5.73 12.18 35.21 5.07 39.02 40.34 4.17-5.36 [187] 
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According to Patel et al. [188], numerical simulation using the Finite Element Method (FEM) 
is an appealing methodology to predict the mechanical performance of scaffolds and can 
subsequently identify optimum design for customised bone replacements. Researchers 
[157,183,189,190] have been broadly applying FEM to porous scaffold designs with arbitrary 
macroscopic porous models in an attempt to limit the computational complexity. Where there 
has been evidence of microscopic modelling [191,192], they have been limited unit cells or single 
lattices at the linear-elastic level. 
While linear-elastic models have been shown to be effective for highly stiff and brittle scaffolds 
such as bio-ceramics due to their low strain to failure (<0.003), the accuracy is significantly 
affected for materials featuring low stiffness and high strain rate. Furthermore, in addition to E, 
the onset of failure represented by  is an important parameter when designing stiffness-
controlled scaffolds. Therefore, this study utilises the Bilinear Isotropic Strain Hardening (BISO) 
model to predict both E and  at a reasonable computational cost. Recent studies by Patel et 
al. [188] experimented with BISO and showed to be effective while modelling porous scaffolds 
experiencing compression. Different from the physical test, the accuracy of the post-failure 
deformation is insignificant in scaffold designs as the scaffolds are expected not to fail once 
implanted.  
Comparing the FE predictions with experimental test data as shown in Fig. 12, reasonable 
agreement can be observed for both E (Fig. 12a) and  (Fig. 12b). For effective elastic modulus, 
FEA overestimated the performance with the lowest and highest difference exhibited at 3.46% 
(SC1) and 19.58% (SC3), respectively. When it comes to the yield strength, the best and worst 
agreement were found to be at 7.21% (SC2) and 24.72% (SC5), respectively. Numerical 
overestimation of scaffold performance can be partly attributed to the presence of imperfect 
surface topology that has not been accounted for in the FE model. The influence of the SLM 
process in this regard is significant due to the stair-step effect which has been well documented 
by Chen et al. [193] in Ti6Al4V. In addition, Cahill et al. [194] and Doyle et al. [195] found that 
the porous architecture of the scaffold causes significant variation from ideal geometry which 
often impact on calculations underpinned by CAD data.  
The prediction capability of finite element numerical models also depends on the range of 
compressive strain experienced by the structure [189]. For a homogenous simple cubic strand 
featuring a length to height ratio of 1, it has been reported that macroscopic numerical models 
tend to underestimate the absolute values of compressive stress at strains less than 30%. In 
comparison, the inter-layer overlap facilitated by SLM usually contributes to higher experimental 
stresses being developed within the structure. On the other hand, numerical models tend to 
overestimate stress at high strains due to buckling effects. A similar observation was reported 
by Duoss et al. [196] when working with AM lattice structures. 
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Overall, the literature on numerical studies of porous metal scaffolds [185,197–201] reports 
differences in result between physical tests of up to 200% (2 folds) [16,18,185] for AM porous 
metal samples. A difference of up to 30% is generally accepted as the best case achievable for 
highly porous SLM scaffolds modelled at a macroscopic scale [143,144]. In comparison the 
numerical models developed in this study show differences in the range of 3.46 to 24.72%; an 
acceptable case for highly porous lattices demonstrating good agreement. Consequently, the 
validated numerical model was used to study the stress concentration induced. 
In addition to the stiffness and strength, studying the post-yield behaviour of the scaffolds (Fig. 
11) is critical to identify further refinement in both design and SLM process parameters. While 
the geometric freedom facilitated by SLM allows the manufacturing of otherwise challenging and 
complex geometries. The failure modes (Fig. 13) often characterised by the post-yield behaviour 
allows assessing the reproducibility and structural integrity of the scaffold. This is particularly 
crucial as SLM is known to be affected by local instabilities in the melt pool [202]. At high energy 
densities, the melt pool can become unstable as a result of the rapid thermo-capillary convective 
motion often referred to as Marangoni flow [203–205]. Such instabilities results in balling causing 
significant dimensional deviation in comparison to the idealised CAD geometry. Furthermore, 
Rayleigh instability [206,207] can occur in the case of low energy density melt pools. 
According to Ciurana et al. [208], the ideal scenario is when smooth regular scan tracks are 
formed without any irregularities despite the geometry or porosity. To a certain extent the 
deviation in  between the numerical and physical results can aid in understanding the extend 
of instabilities during the manufacturing process. Taking the case of the scaffold (SC6) that 
features the highest porosity, FEA underestimated  by 18.38% (Fig. 12b) and the failure was 
observed due to localised buckling of the vertical beam (Fig. 13f). It can be seen that the failure 
is typical of highly porous cellular structures featuring thin beams and it not representative of 
any manufacturing instabilities. For SC5 even though a difference of 24.72% (Fig. 12b) was 
observed, the physical test results where higher; in addition, the failure mode (Fig. 13e) shows 
repetitive minor crush bands, a classical behaviour of stochastic structure [209]. 
On the contrary, the failure of SC4 was overestimated 10.59% by FEA (Fig. 12b) which 
represents a possibility of process (SLM) induced irregularity. Furthermore, the failure was 
abrupt with a sudden reduction in the load-carrying capacity. The deformation mode (Fig. 13d) 
can be further attributed to the highly stiff axial and lateral meshes as a result of the perfectly 
matched layers of the repeating UC. This can be further correlated to the observations by Mower 
and Long [210] where horizontally manufactured Ti6Al4V specimens showed higher  but lower 
failure strain. 
Even though SC1, SC2 and SC3 exhibited a similar trend in the post-yield behaviour, FEA 
underestimated the strength of SC1 and SC3 by 11.94 and 12.60%, respectively. However, the 
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numerical prediction overestimated  for SC2 by 7.21%. As shown in Fig. 13a-c, SC1 and SC3 
feature relatively large and uniform pore sizes failing through the formation of crush bands. The 
fracture initiation for these two designs are also observed along the same region and propagates 
through the structure showing that no manufacturing instability inclusions have been caused 
due to the SLM. In general, for scaffolds SC1 and SC3, the failure pattern resembles a case where 
multiple pore sizes are arranged regularly [202]. 
The failure of SC2 can be attributed to highly localised failure as shown in Fig. 13b, despite the 
highly dense pore architecture. The failed sample shows limited layer interaction and the failure 
was primarily concentrated along a single band (upper quarter). This, when coupled with the 
decreasing pore size facilitated by the shape of the UC is the reason for the two distinctive slopes 
on the run-up to the ultimate stress (Fig. 11b). The failure pattern resembling thin wall buckling 
initiated by SLM induced inclusion defect explains why the FEA model overestimated the failure. 
Despite this, a 7.21% discrepancy between the numerical and experimental results shows that 
the numerical model is suitable to predict the performance of these highly porous scaffolds. 
Overall, both the numerical and experimental results show that the shape of the unit cells bears 
a higher significance on the scaffold deformation due to its influence of the SLM process 
compared to the volumetric porosity. This is because the porous architecture of the scaffolds 
results in pores of different shapes and sizes. When the scaffold is loaded, the walls of the pores 
experiences stress due to the change in geometry. Accurate evaluation of this stress concentration 
effect is significant to effective design as it drastically reduces the overall strength of the scaffolds. 
The effect of such stress concentrations on the performance of cellular materials is usually 
quantified using the stress concentration factor () [211–213]. 
While the influence of  on the mechanical performance under quasi-static mechanical 
properties is the primary consideration for this study, its influence on fatigue behaviour is also 
critical for the proper functioning of metallic scaffolds [214–217]. Even though much of what is 
discussed regarding the influence of  is valid regardless of the nature of loading, fatigue 
performance stills remain a concern for AM biomaterials [218]. When scaffolds feature 
geometrical changes that give rise to high stress concentrations, fatigue failures generally tend 
to initiate from these locations [219–221]. Therefore, considering the bone scaffolds are subjected 
to both static and cyclical loading, the best approach is to conceive pore shapes that can have 
the lowest possible . 
Evaluating the location of the maximum stress field as shown in Fig. 14, ABC for SC3, SC5 and 
SC6 showed a significant spread along the outer surface and the intersections of the beams. The 
von Mises stress along the highest sections was significantly larger than in the median part of 
the beams, which explains the crack initiation and plastic behaviour of these scaffolds shown in 
Fig. 13 and 11 respectively. Out of all the scaffolds studied, SC1 and SC4 exhibited stress 
concentrations only along the change in geometry facilitated by the respective UCs. This meant 
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that the for these designs potential location of stress concentration is predictable allowing to 
incorporate traditional strategies like fillets for abatement or reduction of the stress 
concentration. 
The plastic failure of these scaffolds (Fig. 11) also shows significant engagement from adjacent 
cells demonstrating the limited influence of stress concentration. Similar observations were made 
by Lohmuller et al. [212] when studying the mechanical strength of cubic lattice architecture. 
Despite the complex shape, the curved structure of SC2 was also found to be beneficial in 
reducing stress concentration in comparison to SC3, SC5 and SC6. However, this structure did 
exhibit stress concentration on the surface (Fig. 14b) of the scaffold primarily due to the 
discrepancy in geometry caused when UC2 was morphed to the cylindrical profile. 
In general, the mechanical performance of the scaffolds was found to be significantly affected by 
the magnitude of ABC as shown in Fig. 15. While this can be primarily attributed to the shape 
of the pores the overall shape of the scaffolds also influenced certain designs (SC2). The drop in 
E (Fig. 15a) and  (Fig. 15b) was found to be proportional to the increase in stress concentration 
(ABC). While, the effect of ABC on  is a well-established phenomenon, the relationship to 
stiffness is more representative of porous metals [222]. From a structural mechanics perspective, 
the pore shapes within the structure can be considered a discontinuity such as a hole, high 
localised stress occurs near the discontinuity. For a perfectly circular discontinuity the resulting 
ABC can be expected to be a little over three times the nominal stress. Further variation in the 
discontinuity increases the ABC significantly as demonstrated in this study. 
Compounding the effect of stress concentration can be the surface roughness exhibited by the 
SLM manufactured parts, which can be the reason for FEA overestimating the performance of 
certain scaffolds. According to Atif et al. [223], the impact of stress concentration is adverse in 
brittle material in comparison to ductile material. Plastic deformation in a ductile material 
occurs when the  of the bulk material is exceeded by ABC. Further compressive load results 
in an increase in localised strain where stress concentration is being experienced. The resulting 
strain hardening increases the stress adjacent to the locations of initial stress concentration.  
The strain hardening effect is largely due to the creation of crystal defects, primarily dislocations, 
during plastic deformation. The hardening can reach saturation once the defect creation and 
annihilation rates balance. Porous structures inevitably contain features that cause the stress to 
concentrate and hence initiate plastic deformation. The resulting strain hardening of the 
deforming region locally increases the yield strength in that region [224–226]. However, the 
material continues to fail as the strain hardening cannot raise the yield strength at a rate greater 
than the increase in stress due to the reduced area of the deformation. Consequently, the reduced 
area of the failed beams further increases the stress. This effect in certain cases can also be 
compounded by the hard and soft interface resulting from strain hardening [227]. However, if 
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the material exhibits ductile behaviour, the associated distribution of stress tends to be more 
uniform. This means that a ductile material under quasi-static compression is unlikely to develop 
the full numerical . 
In comparison, the extent of stress redistribution in brittle materials is significantly less [228]. 
This means that a  close to numerical value can often be experienced by brittle material. 
Based on Griffith crack theory [229], depending upon the geometry, pore shapes will drastically 
lower the mechanical properties of brittle structures. Studies by Gorsse et al. [230] have shown 
that irrespective of the build direction, AM Ti6Al4V structures exhibits a mixture of brittle and 
ductile modes of failure. The observations were further reinforced by the studies of Krakhmalev 
et al. [231], Simonelli et al. [232,233] and Zaefferer et al. [234] on laser melted Ti6Al4V. Similarly, 
the failure behaviour observed for the scaffolds can be classified as brittle especially at high 
porosities. Furthermore, the scaffold SC3, SC5 and SC6 feature narrow beams resulting in high 
 (Fig. 16), which reduces the mechanical properties (Fig. 15). Combining this with the brittle 
nature of failure means that designs with controlled  are crucial in achieving targeted stiffness 
and strength for highly porous laser melted Ti6Al4V scaffolds. 
While significant attempts [21,235,236] have been made to characterise different functional 
parameters of scaffolds in insolation, there is still a significant gap between the influence of each 
parameter on the performance of scaffold as a whole [237]. Accordingly, this study takes a more 
holistic approach to develop fully porous AM scaffolds targeting at permeability, stiffness and 
strength at the same time assessing the influence of stress concentration paying attention to 
both porosity and pore-geometry. A higher than bone permeability has been shown to prevent 
scaffold occlusion, which in turn promotes tissue growth [238]. Consequently, all bone scaffolds 
were designed to feature a permeability in the range but slightly higher than that of the host 
bone. Based on the results of effective elastic modulus (stiffness), compressive strength (yield 
strength), permeability (K) and stress concentration factor (), the scaffold architecture that 
most effectively mimic the host bone was identified as SC4. This study validates the use of SLM 
in manufacturing Ti6Al4V bone scaffolds that can promote bone tissue generation at the same 
timing lowering maladapted stress concentration and stress shielding. 
4.1. Future work 
Quasi-static mechanical performance of AM porous scaffolds is increasingly being documented, 
however, in most cases, key criteria such as permeability and stress concentration are omitted. 
Furthermore, numerical and experimental evaluation of the dynamic behaviour of these scaffolds 
under life-like loading conditions is rare. Consequently, continued study will look at simulating 
dynamic loading while incorporating a global anatomical bone profile to derive functional bone 
scaffolds. This will be carried out while paying careful attention to permeability, stiffness, 
strength and stress concentration with a view to further reducing the effects of maladapted stress 
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concentration and stress shielding. In addition, studying both quasi-static and fatigue of AM 
auxetic and surface/sheet/plate bone scaffolds to support the design of implants with enhanced 
functionalities will be considered. 
5. Conclusion 
A closer to bone permeability improves osteoblasts attachment and significantly enhances the 
biological compatibility of bone scaffolds. Accordingly, this study investigated fully porous laser 
melted Ti6Al4V bone scaffolds considering, permeability (K), stiffness (E), strength () and 
stress concentration factor (). The results revealed that the accuracy of Ashby’s criterion is 
limited when it comes to predicting the performance of scaffolds featuring complex pore 
geometries. On the other hand, the FE Bilinear Isotropic Strain Hardening (BISO) material 
model was found to be effective to predict the performance of SLM scaffolds within an accuracy 
of 3.46-24.72%. The laser melted Ti6Al4V scaffolds featuring porosities of 68.46 to 90.98% 
exhibited permeability, stiffness, compressive strength and stress concentration factor of 6.81-
18.0 m2/108, 2.21–10.90 GPa, 39.49–236.34 MPa and 5.07-40.34 respectively. A performance 
compatible to the host bone with permeability, stiffness and strength of 5 m2/108, 18.01 GPa and 
140 MPa respectively. The analysis of maximum stress (ABC) demonstrated bimodal 
distribution along a relative density () of 0.09–0.31 exhibiting its primarily dependence to pore 
shape as opposed to . In addition, both E and  was found to be inversely proportional to 
the magnitude of stress concentration observed. This signifies that  is an important factor in 
scaffold design and by controlling it, required stiffness and strength can be achieved irrespective 
of the targeted porosity. When evaluating the failure modes, the scaffolds generally demonstrated 
a brittle failure which also shows the importance of controlling stress concentration. Out of the 
six scaffolds, the best performance was observed for SC4 with an effective elastic modulus of 
10.9 GPa, a compressive strength of 236.34 MPa, permeability of 12.6 m2/108 and a stress 
concentration factor of 5.07. Critical analysis of the stress-strain curve showed that the shape 
and distribution of the pores can result in both reticulated and stochastic behaviour of the 
scaffolds, which in turn affects the mechanical performance. Low stiffness, high strength and 
closer to bone permeability can significantly reduce both stress shielding and maladapted stress 
concentration while improving osseointegration and bone ingrowth. Consequently, this work 
demonstrates a methodology to develop functional porous bone scaffolds paying close attention 
to porosity, pore shape, stress concentration, and permeability. The parameters used in this 
study can be systematically considered to develop optimum scaffold designs that can be 
additively manufactured at a targeted porosity of 68.46-90.69%. 
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